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One giant leap for humankind. The promise of vaccines becomes a reality, the United 
Kingdom begins to vaccinate its population. 

Editor’s note: Yesterday was a momentous day. In a global first, people in the United 
Kingdom received vaccinations against SARS-CoV-2 outside of a clinical trial. It is worth 
stopping to marvel at this achievement. One year ago, SARS-CoV-2 began circulating in 
humans, changing life as we knew it in a matter of months. The disease it causes, covid-19, has 
the ability to cause life-threatening pneumonia, first reported in late December. By early January, 
scientists in China had already sequenced the genetic material of the virus and shared it with 
scientists around the world. A mere two months later, vaccines encoding the virus’s surface spike 
protein had been genetically engineered and delivered to the early phase I trial patients. Now, 
less than nine months after covid-19 was declared pandemic, the first safe and effective vaccine 
has arrived. Today, we assess new clinical trial data, and hear from two vaccine experts, both of 
whom provide important critiques while overall being optimistic about the prospects for the 
vaccines which are now poised to change the course of this pandemic.   
            —Jeremy Samuel Faust MD MS 
RESEARCH BRIEFING 
Phase III SARS-CoV-2 vaccine trial results appear in a medical journal for the first time.  

Vaccines are hoped to be the cornerstone in helping to control the covid-19 pandemic. 
Vaccination outside of clinical trial settings began in the United Kingdom yesterday and will 
likely begin in the United States next week, assuming that the US Food and Drug Administration 
grants emergency use authorization for the Pfizer vaccine. 

Until now, publicly available phase III vaccine trial data has been limited to press 
releases and slide decks furnished by the vaccine manufacturers. Released today in the Lancet is 
data from four studies involving the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine being conducted in the UK, 
Brazil and South Africa. (This is the vaccine sometimes referred to in the press as the Oxford 
vaccine or the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine). Today’s data reports slightly more favorable data 
than findings made public recently, with higher efficacy for test subjects who were enrolled in 
the primary dosing strategy than initially reported. The manuscript also adds important details. 

Early news about the phase III trial data was puzzling because the vaccine showed greater 
success when the initial dose given was half of the standard dose. Now we have more complete 
data and we can try and tease out what really happened.  

Enrollment began in April and the data published today cover up through early 
November. Data analyzed in this paper included almost half of the 23,848 patients enrolled in 
these trials. These studies include adults who were randomly assigned to receive the study 
vaccine or a control vaccine (a meningococcal vaccine or just saline). Most participants received 
a “standard dose” followed by a second standard dose but as mentioned, a subset in the UK 
received a “half dose” as their first dose followed by a standard dose as a second dose. The half 
dose regimen had not been planned. Why a subset of volunteers received a half dose is explained 
in this manuscript. The authors state “a lower-than-anticipated reactogenicity profile was in the 
trial, and unexpected interference of an excipient with the spectrophotometry assay was 
identified.” In other words, the half dose was a manufacturing error. That error, it turns out, may 
have been a stroke of luck. 



Overall, after two doses, the vaccine was shown to have an efficacy of 70.4 percent after 
both doses. The vaccine even provided protection of 64.1% after a single dose. This efficacy was 
seen across all study sites. But those who received half dose followed by a full dose had 90% 
protection against covid-19. The early reports of 90% efficacy seen in the half dose subgroup 
was felt to not be due to statistical chance, although some statistical uncertainty (i.e. large 
confidence intervals) require more investigation. This half dose data has already attracted a great 
deal of attention; but it should not be the big takeaway and much remains to be learned. For 
example, the half dose group also did not receive their second dose in the same time window as 
other test subjects with <1% getting the second dose in 8 weeks. It remains to be seen whether 
the timing is what made a difference or the dosing regimen itself. The implications for possible 
greater efficacy in the half dose group could translate to a massive public health benefit 
especially as officials try to vaccinate the entire global population. 

Meanwhile, the manuscript provides much-needed detail on a variety of outcomes. Most 
strikingly, all hospitalizations for covid-19 occurred in the control arms and accounted for 10 
patients. Adverse effects reported in the studies included high fever in one patient and one case 
of transverse myelitis attributed to the vaccine. Four deaths occurred (1 in the study arm) but 
none were thought to be vaccine related. Three of the deaths were related to trauma and thus not 
covid-19 itself. 

A larger number of test subjects and follow-up will be needed to glean whether the 
vaccine prevents mortality. It remains possible that the vaccine renders covid-19 disease less 
likely, but the very few who do become gravely ill have poor outcomes. But with such a high 
reduction in covid-19 illnesses, it seems likely that mortality rates will also improve with the 
vaccine. 

It is very promising to see data that largely matches previous manufacturer press releases. 
The Oxford/AstraZeneca efficacy may not be as high as those quoted by the Pfizer and Moderna 
vaccine manufacturers, but these results exceed expectations that we might have had several 
months ago, and this vaccine is far more affordable.  
  
What other experts are saying: 
This paper has also been assessed and analyzed by Dr. Natalie Dean (@nataliexdean), an expert 
in vaccine study design, as “complicated,” saying, “there is something to be said for 
standardization of protocols in advance, transparency and simple study methods.” This is 
especially true during a pandemic and when distrust of medicine, research and vaccines persist.  
 
Nevertheless, with vaccination becoming a reality, hopefully we can start down the road to safely 
achieving herd immunity and control of this pandemic.                                                  

                                                                             —Christopher Sampson, MD, FACEP 
  
Expert analysis briefing:  

I don't think you can claim an overall efficacy of 70% by just combining the very 
efficacious low-dose/standard-dose regimen with the successful but less efficacious standard-
dose/standard-dose regimen in a "post-hoc" and unplanned analysis. Therefore, it is a little 
misleading to claim an overall 70% efficacy, if the protection will be lower than that (including 
in some subgroups) for those who receive the standard-dose/standard dose regimen.  

This vaccine is promising but I wish they would have included an explanation of their 
plans to evaluate the low-dose/standard-dose regimen going forward, since it appears to be much 
more efficacious than the fully standard-dose regimen. It would be desirable to move ahead 
getting approval for the most efficacious regimen.  



Also, reviewing the safety data suggests that this vaccine may be fairly "reactogenic," 
with a high rate of adverse events (i.e. it causes a fairly high number of immune system side 
effects). The safety profile is acceptable, but to increase uptake among the general population, it 
will be crucial to communicate the expected rates of these side effects to the public so they know 
what to expect. People will need to be reassured that they cannot get covid-19 from the vaccine, 
even though some of the side effects may resemble flu-like illnesses.  

  —Angela Rasmussen, PhD 
 

Au naturel? Au contraire. Vaccines may provide better immunity than infection itself. 
One of the central arguments against receiving the coronavirus vaccine is that those who 

have already been infected may have a superior, natural immune response to protection boasted 
by the leading candidates from Pfizer and Moderna. This argument has also fueled some 
movements to open up the country in an attmemp to permit if not encourage naturally-acquired 
herd immunity to protect the masses. 

While this has proven true for some illnesses in the past, results of antibody studies from 
convalescent individuals (those who have already recovered from covid-19) show a “massive 
dynamic range” on the order of 200-fold in terms of level of antibody production—in other 
words, those with milder disease may have a weaker immune response and those with more 
symptoms may develop a stronger long term immunity. That is still under investigation.  

What we do know, however, is that there is no way to identify who will have a mild 
response to the coronavirus and who could ultimately suffer or even die from infection. On the 
flip side, the vaccines have been specifically designed to produce a strong immune reaction and 
have consistently shown the desired response.  

Part of the concern with natural exposure is that there is not necessarily consistency in the 
amount of virus to which someone has been exposed; with the vaccine every dose has the same 
potency. Boiled down, respected experts agree, relying on exposure to the virus to achieve herd 
immunity is a dangerous and deadly strategy, while immunization through the vaccine is safe. 
The New York Times.           —Joshua Lesko, MD 
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